
A L L     A C C E S S  
 

Vertical white COLUMNS on both sides of the park create an open circular 
visual FORUM.  These columns connect at the top section to each other 
by diagonal lines.  They form an abstract linear cloud that contains lighting 
fixtures that generates an ORIGINAL EXPERIENCE each night.  

  
IMMAGINATION is the limit.  The INTERCONECTED world provides the 
possibility to be present from far away.  The neutral all white design 
provides the blank canvas for the CHROMATIC light design that night. 
Anyone would be able to design a PROGRAMMING CODE for the LIGHT 
SPECTACLE. Each light design can be unique in which the designer can 
play with infinite colors, patterns, movement, decide the timing and form 
of the whole structure so it can be transformed. GLOBAL 
COLLABORATION is the essence of the EXPERIENCE. Each design will 
reflect its designer and create its own IDENTITY.  Each NIGHT will be a 
UNIQUE DISCOVERY. 
 
These vertical columns also provide the support of floating ISLANDS 
enclosures high above the ground that are decibel free oasis of airplanes 
and cars.  This FREE SPACE enclosures the park, providing perfect sight 
points towards the river and protecting visually the park from the 
surroundings that need to be excluded- the continuous noise and view of 
the highway and the not attractive urban parking scene. The Free Space 
can be used by the COMMUNITY as its needed.  It can be a linear 
museum, yoga class spaces, rain day activity centers, children 
playgrounds, riparian induction information spaces, or anything that is 
required. 
 
As few natural untouched landscapes exist in the area, the idea is to 
AFFORESTATE as a RIPARIAN ECOSYSTEM all the terrain that is free of 
existing vegetation, and to incite that all of the site becomes one. This 
can be done because the concept of the project is to touch the least of 
the site, by placing all the structure on columns. The white color of the 
structure will emphasize the green vegetation of the park and create a 
FREE CIRCULATION gesture to generate discovery. 


